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This chapter of the comparative study concerns the media sector in Ireland. It will primarily
describe and analyse the practice of the national competition authority of defining the relevant
product and geographic markets and compare the results with the practice of the European
Commission in media cases.

In a first step, the national competition policies will be examined, in particular the framework
of the Irish Competition Authority�s practice in media cases (see hereto A). Hereafter the
relevant product and geographic markets � as far as they have so far been defined on the basis
of national Irish law � will be described in detail (see hereto B).

In a second step, the media cases the Commission has had to deal with so far will be pointed
out and analysed providing a comparative analysis of the market definitions given by the
European Commission on the one and the Irish Competition Authority on the other hand (see
hereto C).

Finally, further relevant authorities and the legislative frameworks they operate in are
presented. Hereby the study attempts to draw conclusions as to market definitions as far as
possible (see hereto D).

A Market definition in competition and media law in Ireland

I. The Irish Competition Authority / An tÚdarás Iomaíochta

1. Creation

The Competition Authority in Ireland was established on 1 October, 1991, the
commencement date of the Competition Act of 22 July, 1991. The Act aimed to protect and to
promote competition in the relevant markets in Ireland by prohibiting the �(�) prevention,
restriction or distortion of competition and the abuse of dominant positions in trade in the
State.� By that time the Competition Authority�s function to pursue this goal was largely
limited to taking decisions on the compliance of the agreements voluntarily notified to it by
industry. This rather limited role already saw its first extension with the Competition
(Amendment) Act of 3 July, 1996, which provided the Competition Authority with the power
to bring both civil and criminal enforcement proceedings.

The Competition Act, 2002, which came into force on 1 July, 2002, supersedes and repeals all
previous competition legislation. Today the Competition Authority finds its legal basis
especially in Part 4 of the Competition Act, 2002, which in Section 29 subsection (3) refers to
the Authority as an independent statutory body (�The Authority shall be independent in the
performance of its functions.�), corporate with perpetual succession and power to sue and to
be sued in its own name. Section 29 subsection (2) of this Act empowers the Authority � with
the consent of the Minister � �to acquire, hold and dispose of land or an interest in or rights
over or in respect of land or any other property.� Its specific role is to promote wider
competition in the relevant markets by enforcing Irish competition law.
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2. Functions of the Competition Authority

a) General

The main functions of the Competition Authority are established by Section 30 of the
Competition Act, 2002:

Section 30 subsection (1)(a) supplies the Authority with the function to monitor and analyse
any practice or method of competition in basically every aspect of the Irish economy (�to
study and analyse any practice or method of competition affecting the supply and distribution
of goods or the provision of services or any other matter relating to competition (which may
consist of, or include, a study or analysis of any development outside the State)�).

Subsection (1)(b) is the Authority�s basis for general criminal and civil enforcement of
competition law, including investigations of possible violations, summoning witnesses
(Section 31 subsection (1) (a)) and taking statements, as well as handling of litigation that
arises out of such criminal and civil litigation.

Furthermore, subsection (1)(c) establishes the responsibility of the Authority to advise the
Government, Ministers of the Government and Ministers of State concerning the implications
proposals for legislation have for competition in markets for goods and services. Finally
subsection (1) (d)-(g) establish the function of the authority to grant support and information
to the public and public authorities on issues concerning competition and especially how to
comply with the Competition Act, 2002.

b) Merger Control

Moreover, the Competition Act, 2002 has changed the provisions controlling mergers and
acquisitions, as it has removed the authority of the Minister for Enterprise, Trade and
Employment in all non-media merger control cases and has instead installed the Competition
Authority as the central body for the review of mergers and acquisitions. A special regime
however persists in relation to media mergers where the Minister may apply a public interest
test to override and block a merger which the Authority has approved on competition
grounds. This provision is pursuant to Section 23 subsection (1) Competition Act, 2002.

Under Section 23 subsection (10) Competition Act, 2002 a media merger means �a merger or
acquisition in which one or more of the undertakings involved carries on a media business in
the State.� As likewise defined in subsection (10) media business itself is defined as �(a) a
business of the publication of newspapers1 or periodicals consisting substantially of news and
comment on current affairs, (b) a business of providing a broadcasting service, or (c) a
business of providing a broadcasting services platform.� Subsection (10) of Section 23
furtheron defines a broadcasting service as �a service which comprises a compilation of
programme material of any description and which is transmitted or relayed by means of
wireless telegraphy, a cable system2 or a multipoint microwave distribution system, a satellite

                                                
1 Concerning the newspaper industry, there are three issues concerning the Irish newspaper

industry: label and press standards, below cost selling by British newspapers and the high rate of
value-added tax on newspapers. See www.nni.ie.

2 As for the definition of a �cable system� the Competition Act refers to the Broadcasting Act,
2001 (see sub D II.1 b) aa)), so Section 23 provides, that it has �the same meaning as it has in the
Broadcasting Act, 2001�.
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device or any other transmission system, directly or indirectly for reception by the general
public, whether that material is actually received or not, and includes a sound broadcasting
service within the meaning of the Radio and Television Act, 1988.� But the broadcasting
service does not include any such service (whether involving audio-visual material or audio
material) that is provided �by means of the system commonly known as the Internet.�

The Amendment to the Act has had the purpose to reduce the political influences in the
control of mergers and acquisitions, as all non-media mergers and takeovers are now to be
notified directly to the Competition Authority, rather than to the Minister for Enterprise,
Trade and Employment. The Competition Authority will therefore have exclusive jurisdiction
to clear or block all mergers except media mergers.

c) General methodology of market definitions

The methodology adopted by the Irish Competition Authority for market definition and
analysis is similar to that of the European Commission.3 Similar to the European Merger
Regulation, the Competition Act, 2002 provides for a two-phase examination process for
mergers. Phase one allows the Competition Authority to make a determination within one
month of the notification to proceed (Section 21). If the Competition Authority sees the
possibility of significant competition concerns, it may proceed to a phase two investigation
(Section 22). In a phase two investigation the Authority will have four months at its disposal
within which to investigate the merger and decide whether it should be cleared, blocked or put
into effect subject to conditions specified by it being complied with.

However, it is particularly interesting, that � as already explained above (see bb) � in the case
of media mergers the Minister still has the power to intervene on the grounds of public
interest and make a final decision, provided that the Competition Authority has previously
cleared the merger or takeover on competition grounds (Section 23).

3. Importance for purposes of this study

It is principally the Competition Authority that has produced material relevant for purposes of
this study. However, this material pertains almost exclusively to the publishing sector. Of
relevance in this context are both the March 1995 Interim Report of Study on the Newspaper
Industry as well as the Authority�s Independent Newspapers/Tribune Group Report of
Investigation of Independent Newspaper�s proposal to increase its shareholding in the Tribune
Group. Taking into account that the Competition Authority�s ultimate responsibility for
merger control has only been established since 1 January, 2003 � however, with special rules
persisting with regard to �media mergers� � it is to be expected that considerably more case-
material will be issued in future.

II. The general approach to market definition in Irish competition law

As explained in some detail above, to date the Irish Competition Authority has developed an
as yet limited practice of market definition in the media sector. More is expected to come in
particular out of the current research undertaken by the Commission for Communications
Regulation. The Interim Report of Study on the Newspaper Industry of March 1995 (in the

                                                
3 See hereto: The Competition Authority, Notice in respect of guidelines for merger analysis of

16 December 2002, Decision No N/02/004.
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following referred to: �the 1995 Report�) influenced significantly the Authority�s thinking on
market definition in the media sector and as such is the most important document so far
produced.

There have also been a number of enforcement cases dealing with media markets, but so far
the Authority has not brought any proceedings, and accordingly, no case-law has yet evolved.
The Authority has recently begun to publish reasoned decisions on particularly interesting
enforcement cases, to help establish precedent and provide guidance to practitioners, and it is
probable that decisions relating to the media sector will eventually appear. Such decisions will
be available on the Authority�s website.

1. The definition of the relevant product market

a) Demand-side substitution

In its 1995 Report the Competition Authority held that �in many instances the primary focus
in defining the market will be on the degree of substitutability on the demand-side.�4 The
Authority firstly referred to the cross-price elasticity of demand as one commonly accepted
approach which measures the responsiveness of the change in demand for a specific product
to changes in the price of another product.5 The 1995 Report made express reference to the
Merger Guidelines of the US Department of Justice which consider the impact on demand for
a particular product of a small, but significant (in the range of 5%) increase in price. Other
products would be regarded as being part of the same relevant market if such an increase in
the price of a specific product caused a significant switch from the product in question to
those other products. If, however, the impact of a 5% increase in price on demand for the
product did not result in any significant switch by consumers to any other products, then these
other products would not be considered part of the same market and the power to increase
price to this extent would be regarded as indicating that a firm enjoyed a significant degree of
market power.6

At the same time the Competition Authority acknowledged that in many cases the data
necessary to calculate such cross-price elasticities would be very difficult or even impossible
to obtain.7 Therefore the Authority also focussed on other factors when looking at demand-
side substitutability. The 1995 Report expressly mentioned similarities in movements of
prices of products over time which might indicate that they belonged to one and the same
market. The Authority took the view that over time the prices of products which were
substitutes from the demand-side perspective could not remain continually out of line with
one another and could not diverge from a competitive level.

b) Supply-side substitution

The 1995 Report also mentions that supply substitution needs to be taken into account without
specifying any further how and to which extent exactly this should be done. Supply-side
substitution has however remained a criterion ancillary to demand-side substitutability. This

                                                
4 1995 Report, paragraph 6.13.
5 1995 Report, paragraph 6.9.
6 1995 Report, paragraph 6.11; see also the approach taken by the Commission Notice on the

definition of relevant market for purposes of Community competition law, [1997] OJ C372/5.
7 1995 Report, paragraph 6.9.
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means that it is considered along with demand-side issues, and is not necessarily used to
support demand-side findings (see in particular below B.I.6.c).

The Authority has only had jurisdiction over mergers since 1 January, 2003. A Ministerial
Order, dis-applying turnover thresholds in the case of media mergers was brought in, ensuring
that all media mergers were notified to the Authority regardless of size. However, while there
have been six mergers so far that have fallen into this category, none have presented serious
competition issues, and accordingly, no merger decision has yet pronounced on specific
market definitions.

c) Other criteria

The 1995 Report lastly mentions the European Commission�s tendency to take into account
the perception of a firm as to the market in which it is competing.8 This approach is also
reflected by the way the Irish Competition Authority has delineated the relevant products
markets in the area of print publishing.9

2. The definition of the relevant geographical market

The specific problem dealt with in the 1995 Report was whether an undertaking could be
considered dominant on a market larger than the entirety of the Republic of Ireland. As
neither the European Commission nor the Community courts had ever had to consider an
undertaking dominant in a market outside the Community, but without having a large market
share within the Community or any substantial thereof, Community case-law was considered
to be of limited usefulness.10 From this statement a certain degree of hesitation to define
geographic markets larger than the entirety of the territory of the Republic of Ireland may be
deducted. This is also well reflected by the way the Competition Authority has defined the
relevant geographic market in the print publishing sector.

B. Repertoire of relevant product and geographic markets in the media
sector in Ireland

There is only very limited case-law on market definitions in the media sector. The only field
dealt with in detail is that of newspaper publishing where two main relevant markets have
been delineated: firstly, that of the sale of newspapers to individual readers, and, secondly,
that of advertising. With regard to the latter market special efforts have been dedicated to
whether advertising through different media could be regarded as one and the same market or
whether respectively different markets would have to be assumed. Outside this limited range
there is no case-material on markets in the sectors of music-copyright, broadcasting-TV, film
or the internet. However, the market analysis currently conducted by the Commission for
Communications Regulations (see hereto below D.II.2) is expected to provide useful insight
in the delineation of relevant markets in the areas of broadcasting-TV as well as the internet,

                                                
8 1995 Report, paragraph 6.15 citing Commission Decision BBI/Boosey & Hawkes (OJ 1987

L286/36).
9 See hereto in detail below B I.
10 1995 Report, paragraph 6.19.
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given the broad meaning that the term of �electronic communications networks and services�
has been given by the Communications Regulations Act, 2002 (see hereto D.III.5).

I. The market for the sale of newspapers

In its Independent Newspapers/Tribune Group Report of Investigation of the proposal
whereby Independent Newspapers plc. would increase its shareholding in the Tribune Group
from 29,99% to a possible 53,09% (in the following referred to as: �the Independent
Newspapers/Tribune Group Report�) the Competition Authority started its analysis by stating
that the �establishment of the relevant market for newspaper sales is by no means a
straightforward task�. In the Authority�s view it appeared in principle that no newspaper was
a perfect substitute for any other newspaper from the reader�s perspective. Readers would be
attracted to buy a particular newspaper by one or a combination of factors, such as news
coverage, editorial opinion, features, sport, sex, advertisements, etc. They might be either
loyal to one paper or they might be willing to switch from one paper to another.11

The Competition Authority made a clear distinction between the market(s) for the sale of
newspapers to individual readers and the broadcasting of television and radio news-
programmes as newspapers provided more in-depth coverage and analysis of events whereas
it was seen to be a specific feature of television and radio news-programmes that they
provided only brief coverage of events.12 The question addressed, but not yet answered by
Community competition law whether or not there exists a general TV or viewers� market13,
was neither asked nor answered in the Irish national context.

1. Distinction between national newspapers on the one and provincial newspapers and
freesheets on the other hand

The Competition Authority regarded provincial newspapers and so-called freesheets to
constitute a separate market from that for newspapers generally as both tended to contain
primarily local news and advertising and as they were generally available only once a week
whereas national newspapers were available on a daily basis.14 Freesheets were regarded to be
papers consisting largely of advertisements, with some editorial material that were directly
distributed free of charge to the individual households, on either a weekly or a fortnightly
basis; consumers only had a choice whether or not to read the paper, not whether or not to
buy it.

2. Distinction between newspapers and magazines

The Authority furtheron regarded magazines to form a market separate from that of general
daily newspapers. In its view the essential feature of a daily newspaper was its availability on
a daily basis and that it provided the reader with up-to-date news, whereas weekly or monthly
news magazines offered a more detailed analysis of events than newspapers, but did not

                                                
11 Independent Newspapers/Tribune Group Report, paragraph 4.10.
12 1995 Report, paragraph 8.3.
13 Compare in particular Commission Decision of 20 September 1995, Case IV/M.553,

paragraph 70, [1996] OJ L134/32 � RTL/Veronica/Endemol.
14 Independent Newspapers/Tribune Group Report, paragraph 4.11.
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provide daily up-to-the-minute coverage of developments.15 However, it admitted that the
distinction between weekly magazines on the one and newspapers on the other hand was not
so clear-cut in the case of Sunday newspapers which by definition appeared weekly and, over
time, had come to resemble more and more certain characteristics of magazines. Nevertheless,
as Sunday newspapers appeared � in the Authority�s view � designed to appeal to a wider
audience than the vast majority of magazines available in Ireland, the Authority assumed that
Sunday newspapers could not be seen as part of the product market for magazines. This was
in particular based on the empirical finding that the magazines available in Ireland tended to
be more closely focused on a specific target audience than the more general Sunday
newspapers.16

3. Distinction between tabloids and quality newspapers

Despite the fact that there was much similarity between (national) newspapers � as
distinguished from regional newspapers and magazines � the Authority considered � already
in its Independent Newspapers/Tribune Group Report � that there was a considerable
difference between a so-called �quality� up-market paper and a popular down-market paper.17

The task to break down a single nation-wide newspaper market into a number of separate and
distinct markets was however seen to be a rather complex one. In its 1995 Report the
Authority then regarded the general newspaper market to comprise even three different
segments � up-market, middle- and down-market, respectively tabloids.18 In a first step of its
further analysis, the Authority regarded there to be a considerable degree of similarity
between the different segments that appeared not so very clear-cut in the small Irish market.19

In a second step, the Authority however drew a distinction between tabloids on the one and
other newspapers on the other hand commonly referred to as so-called �quality newspapers�.
The two main reasons given for this distinction were the different readership, i.e. readers
stemming from different social groups within society, as well as the substantial differences in
price between tabloids and quality newspapers.

In the empirical studies conducted by the Competition Authority in the framework of its 1995
Report it was found, however, that since 1990 the sales of all tabloids had risen, whereas the
sales of Irish quality newspapers had considerably fallen. Nevertheless, this was not regarded
as an indication that consumers tended to substitute quality newspapers by tabloids, but,
moreover, that they tended to read a tabloid in addition to a quality paper. The 1995 Report
drew quite a vivid parallel by stating that if someone drank orange juice at breakfast and
whisky in a bar after work, such did not mean that orange juice and whisky could be regarded
as substitutes and hence belonged to the same product market. In the absence of proof that
large numbers of consumers had indeed switched from a quality to a tabloid newspaper, the
Authority upheld its abovementioned distinction even in the light of this empirical evidence.20

                                                
15 1995 Report, paragraph 8.4.
16 1995 Report, paragraph 8.4.
17 Independent Newspapers/Tribune Group Report, paragraph 4.10.
18 1995 Report, paragraph 8.7.
19 1995 Report, paragraph 8.7.
20 1995 Report, paragraph 8.9.
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4. Distinction between Sunday newspapers and daily ones

In its 1995 Report the Competition Authority furtheron assumed different product markets
between Sunday papers on the one and daily newspapers on the other hand. From the reader�s
perspective a Sunday newspaper seemed not to be substitutable for a daily one as Sunday
papers differed considerably both in size as in price. Sunday papers tended to contain more
feature material, whereas dailies had a higher proportion of news items. Sunday papers also
carried detailed reports of Saturday afternoon sports events, that clearly lacked in the Saturday
morning editions of dailies.

This analysis was further supported by the finding that buyers of dailies would normally lose
interest in the product on the day after. In the Authority�s view it was �widely believed that
newspapers have a short shelf life, and there is nothing as stale as yesterday�s paper�.21

Consequently, even feature material contained in a daily would lose its attractiveness to
readers much sooner than the one contained in a Sunday paper.

However, the Authority accepted that there was some degree of overlap between the market
for daily newspapers on the one and that for Sunday papers on the other hand. This was seen
to be due to the fact that some Saturday evening papers had in fact converted into week-end
papers containing a considerably higher amount of feature material.22

5. Distinction between morning and evening papers

An additional distinction was brought by the Authority between morning and evening
newspapers. First of all there was one Irish particularity that evening newspaper circulation
appeared to be far more concentrated in the area around Dublin and Cork, whereas sales of
morning dailies were more widespread throughout the Republic of Ireland. The distinction
made by the Authority was furtheron based on the considerable qualitative differences
between the categories of newspapers; evening papers contained far less news and editorial
material and had a greater preponderance of light entertainment and other feature materials
together with small advertisements. Both these qualitative and the temporal differences
between morning and evening newspapers � both being found side by side in retail outlets for
only a part of the day � led the Authority to believe that they regarded respectively different
product markets.23

Interim Summary:

In a first step of its analysis the Competition Authority delineated a general market for
newspapers as to be distinguished from radio and TV-broadcasting. The further analysis was
conducted as follows: Newspapers comprising in principle three classes with regard to their
quality � up-market, middle- and down-market � had to be distinguished from both
regional/provincial newspapers including so-called freesheets and from magazines. In other
words, both provincial newspapers including freesheets and magazines constituted � in the
Authority�s view � separate product markets. The �remaining� market for general
newspapers was further delineated as follows: Firstly, the Authority distinguished between

                                                
21 1995 Report, paragraph 8.11.
22 Independent Newspapers/Tribune Group Report, paragraph 4.12 as well as 1995 Report,

paragraph 8.10.
23 1995 Report, paragraph 8.12.
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low-market or so-called tabloid on the one and quality newspapers on the other hand.
Regarding the similarity that still existed between the three categories originally mentioned,
i.e. up- market, middle- and down-market in the small Republic of Ireland, it cut the general
newspaper market into just two and not into three individual sub-markets. Secondly, it drew a
distinction between Sunday newspapers and daily papers despite the fact that some Saturday
editions of dailies comprised many of the features typical for Sunday papers. Thirdly, a
distinction was drawn between morning and evening papers.

6. A special issue: Is there a single market for Irish and UK newspapers?

A special issue discussed in the reports of the Irish Competition Authority was that of whether
UK and Irish newspapers could be regarded as to constitute one single product market. It is
noteworthy that this question did not pertain to the issue of the definition of the relevant
geographic market as the market(s) for newspapers were consistently regarded as national
comprising the entirety of the territory of the Republic of Ireland. It was therefore not argued
in favour or against a single geographic market, respectively geographic markets comprising
both the territories of the UK and of Ireland. The question was moreover whether Irish readers
would regard Irish-made newspapers to be substitutable for UK-made ones.

In answering this question, the Authority looked at the individual sub-markets as already
defined (see hereto above 1 � 5).

a) The situation with regard to quality newspapers

Looking at the market for quality newspapers the Irish Competition Authority assumed there
to be distinct markets for Irish and UK papers. For this two main reasons were given: Firstly,
the Authority made � with reference to the UK � geographical price comparisons over time to
compare price movements in the different countries. This showed that, over a long period of
time, Irish newspaper prices had risen much faster than those of UK ones. Nevertheless, sales
of UK newspapers in Ireland had remained relatively low when compared to the circulation of
Irish papers. This suggested that despite a considerable increase in price readers would stick
to an Irish paper rather than switch to a UK one.24 It has to be pointed out that the Authority
did not apply a price elasticity test, primarily due to issues of complexity and data availability.
Secondly, the Authority regarded qualitative differences between Irish and UK papers to be a
main reason for assuming correspondingly different product markets; in the Authority�s view
a UK newspaper would not appeal to a reader interested in domestic Irish news, politics and
current affairs in the way that an Irish title would.25 However, it was mentioned that certain
UK papers had sought to cultivate a specific Irish image by integrating more stories
particularly appealing to the other country�s readers� preferences and interests.26 This is why �
given the elapse of time since this last report has been written � the distinction between Irish
and UK quality newspapers might however have become more blurred.

b) The situation with regard to tabloids

The situation was seen to be different with regard to the market for tabloids. On the one hand,
the Authority found that there was less difference between Irish and UK tabloids than there

                                                
24 1995 Report, paragraph 8.13.
25 1995 Report, paragraph 8.14.
26 1995 Report, paragraph 8.14.
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was between Irish and UK quality papers. In particular, both Irish and UK tabloids gave a lot
of prominence to UK sports, while UK titles had even begun to include more coverage of
domestic Irish sporting events. On the other hand, even considerable price cuts of UK titles
did not appear to have attracted sales away from Irish ones to any significant degree. Taken
these diverging arguments the Authority finally concluded, though with reservations, that
because of the higher degree of substitution there might be a possible argument that both Irish
and UK tabloids belonged to the same market, but it simultaneously expressed � in the light
of the price elasticity argument � still considerable reservations.27

c) The situation with regard to Sunday newspapers

Within the market for Sunday newspapers the Authority distinguished between the sub-
markets for Sunday tabloids and Sunday quality newspapers. As far as the first category was
concerned, it reached � again with considerable reservations � the same conclusion as with
regard to normal weekly tabloids (see also above 6.b).

As far as the sub-market for Sunday quality papers was concerned, the Authority argued that
here the position was somewhat different to that for daily newspapers. There were a number
of reasons for Irish and UK quality papers to be seen as part of the same product market.
Firstly, UK quality titles had increased sales considerably since 1990 while there had been a
parallel drop in Irish Sunday sales. This suggested that consumers� preferences had indeed
switched from Irish to UK titles. Secondly, there was clearly less divergence in price between
Irish and UK Sunday papers than between Irish and UK dailies. Thirdly, UK Sunday titles had
given more and more prominence to Irish news items which was regarded as an indicator of
the existence of supply-side substitution (see hereto in general above A.II.1.b).

These arguments changed the Authority�s view that had � at the time of its investigation of
the proposed acquisition of the Sunday Tribune by Independent Newspapers � still assumed
respectively different product markets. Nevertheless, in its 1995 Report the Competition
Authority still had some doubts as to this change. This was because, firstly, Irish Sunday
papers had increased their prices in December 1994 which obviously showed only limited
competitive constraint exercised by the UK rivals and, secondly, because UK Sunday titles
were often bought as a second newspaper besides the Irish ones.28

II. The markets for advertising

The second area looked at in detail by the Competition Authority�s 1992 and 1995 Reports
was the competition to attract advertisers, measured by sales or volume of advertising, i.e. the
market(s) for advertising.

1. The distinction between different media

The Irish Competition Authority started its analysis of the advertising markets with the ge-
neral statement that in principle all media, i.e. television, radio, newspaper, etc., competed
with one another to attract advertisers.29 Therefore national newspapers were seen to compete

                                                
27 1995 Report, paragraph 8.15.
28 1995 Report, paragraphs 8.18 � 19.
29 1995 Report, paragraph 8.20.
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for advertising revenues both with one another and � at least to some extent � with other
branches of the media.

a) The type of advertisement as a criterion for distinction

The Authority recognized that whether or not there was competition between different media,
in particular television and newspapers, depended to a large extent on the type of advertising
looked at. Hereby it distinguished as follows:

• Some types of advertising were largely confined to newspapers only including items such
as small ads, personal advertisements, and recruitment advertising. Furtheron, as certain
products like e.g. cigarettes and liquors were banned from the television screen,
advertising for these could only take place in newspapers. From the perspective of the
industry advertising these products the relevant market could therefore not include other
media outlets than newspapers only. From the perspective of other groups within the
advertising industry there could however be competition between different media outlets,
such as for example between advertising via television or via newspapers.

• Where the Competition Authority assumed that from the demand-side perspective ad-
vertising was confined to newspapers only, it continued to state that this market comprised
all Irish newspapers, daily, evening and Sunday, excluding, however, UK papers. The
exclusion of the latter was explained by the empirical finding that some advertising might
� at the time the report was written � have been done by Irish advertisers in UK papers,
but that such was still very limited.30 Furtheron, advertising in newspapers on the one and
in magazines on the other hand were regarded to be distinct product markets.31

b) The tendency to assume a wholesome market for newspaper advertising

On the one hand, the Authority analysed the competition between radio, television and
newspaper advertising both in terms of value as well as in such of volume.32 In the
Independent Newspapers/Tribune Group Report, the Authority still concluded that �neither
sector is totally free to adjust its charges for advertising without consideration being given to
charges in the other�. It continued to state that �for some advertisers, television and
newspapers form a single market for advertising, although television advertising is only
engaged in by substantial spenders�.33 This tendency to define � at least with regard to certain
groups of advertisers � a wholesome market for advertising in different media outlets was � at
least to a certain extent � compromised by the results drawn by the Authority�s 1995 Report
from some economic research conducted later on. The Authority had looked at the
relationship between the degree of market concentration in the regional newspaper market on
the one and advertising rates charged by these newspapers on the other hand. Thereby it had
found that a higher degree of concentration in that market corresponded with higher
advertising rates. This � the Authority concluded � would have been different if other media,

                                                
30 Independent Newspapers/Tribune Group Report, paragraph 4.21.
31 Independent Newspapers/Tribune Group Report, paragraph 4.23.
32 See in detail Independent Newspapers/Tribune Group Report, paragraphs 4.17 � 20.
33 Independent Newspapers/Tribune Group Report, paragraph 4.20.
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such as radio and television, had been able to exercise some sort of price constraint on the
advertising rates charged by the regional newspapers.34

                                                
34 1995 Report, paragraph 8.22.
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Table

Media Markets

TV Broadcasting

Market
Category

Main Markets Submarkets
(1st Level)

Submarkets
(2nd Level)

Submarkets
(3rd Level)

Broadcasting35 Market of TV
broadcasting

Broadcasting of
news programmes

Radio

Radio Radio broadcasting Broadcasting of
news programmes

Print Media

Market of daily
newspapers

Market of quality
newspapers
("quality" up-market
papers)

Printed Press Sale of newspapers to
individual readers

Market for
nationwide
newspapers

Market
of
evening
papers

Market
of
morning
papers

Market
of Irish-
made
quality
newspap
ers

Market
of UK-
made
quality
newspap
ers

Market of tabloids
("popular" down-
market papers)

                                                
35 See B I., para. 7.17.
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Market of quality
newspapers
("quality" up-market
papers)

Market of "Sunday"
newspapers

Market
of Irish-
made
quality
newspap
ers36

Market
of UK-
made
quality
newspap
ers35

Market of tabloids
("popular" down-
market paper)

Provincial / regional
newspapers /
"Freesheets"

Market of daily
newspapers

Magazines

Internet Markets

Market
Category

Main Markets Submarkets
(1st Level)

Submarkets
(2nd Level)

Submarkets
(3rd Level)

Internet

Film

None

                                                
36 See B I 6 c, para. 7.28.
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Advertising

Market
Category

Main Markets Submarkets
(1st Level)

Submarkets
(2nd Level)

Submarkets
(3rd Level)

"Retail" Market Market of advertising
regarding general
products

Market of
advertising
regarding printed
press

Market of
advertising
regarding
newspapers

Market of Irish
newspapers

Market of UK-made
newspapers

Market of
advertising
regarding magazines

Market of
advertising
regarding TV-
broadcasting

Market of
advertising
regarding radio-
broadcasting

Market of advertising
regarding certain
products37

Wholesome
Market38

                                                
37 See B II 2, para. 7.31.
38 See B II 2, para. 7.32.
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C Comparative analysis of market definitions adopted by the European
Commission and those adopted by the Irish Competition Authority

I. The general principles for the definition of the relevant market

The general principles employed by the Irish Competition Authority in defining the relevant
product market are identical to those employed by the Commission and set out in particular in
its 1997 Notice on the definition of the relevant market for the purposes of Community
competition law. In particular, the Irish Competition Authority had � following the US
Merger Guidelines � traditionally employed the price elasticity test as set out in the 1997
Notice.39 It has also looked at the criterion of supply substitution without, however, relying
too much on it. Finally, it has relied to an ever increasing extent on the results of economic
researches.

The same similarity can be seen in the approaches taken by the European Commission on the
one hand and the Irish Competition Authority when it comes to the definition of the relevant
geographic market. Both authorities have defined � as far as this can be seen from the limited
case-law available in Ireland � the markets for newspapers and advertising to be national in
their geographic scope.40

II. The market(s) for the sale of newspapers

As far as the market for the sale of newspapers is concerned, both the Irish Competition
Authority and the Commission have come to largely identical results. Depending on the
individual cases that have come before them both the European Commission and the Irish
Competition Authority have delineated the relevant product market in the area of newspaper
publishing further.

1. Identical results

Both authorities have come to identical conclusions insofar as they distinguish between

• the market for newspapers and that for the broadcasting of television/radio,41

                                                
39 See [1997] OJ C372/5, para. 17 et seq.
40 See in particular Commission Decision of 14 March 1994, Case IV/M.432, paragraph 17 �

Newspaper Publishing; Commission Decision of 29 November 1995, Case IV/M.665,
paragraph 11 � CEP/Groupe de la Cité; Commission Decision of 20 April 1999, Case IV/M.1455,
paragraph 21 � Gruner + Jahr/Financial Times/JV (for the market of the sale of newspapers to
readers) as well as Commission Decision of 20 September 1995, Case IV/M.553, paragraphs
27/28, [1996] OJ L134/32 � RTL/Veronica/Endemol; Commission Decision of 1 February 1999,
Case IV/M.1401, paragraph 29 � Recoletos/Unedisa (for the market for television advertising).

41 See Commission Decision of 14 March 1994, Case IV/M.423, paragraph 13 � Newspaper
Publishing.
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• between the market for regional newspapers and that for national ones,42

• between the market for daily newspapers and that for magazines43 as well as

• between popular tabloids and quality newspapers; however, the Commission cites in its
practice � besides popular tabloids and the quality segment � so-called �mid-market
titles� as a third identifiable segment whereas the Irish Competition Authority has so far
likewise talked of three different segments (up-market, middle- and down-market)44 whilst
distinguishing only between tabloids on the one and quality papers on the other hand.45

The reasons given by the two authorities for this differentiation are very much the same.
However, both the European Commission and the Irish Competition Authority have taken the
opportunity to further delineate relevant product markets depending on the particularities of
the individual cases that have come before them.

2. Further details in market segregation

The Irish Competition Authority has made a clear distinction between dailies and Sunday
newspapers whereas the European Commission has not yet had a chance to rule on this very
particular issue. However, the Commission has � in its practice � regularly distinguished
between daily newspapers on the one and weekly magazines on the other hand.46 From this it
can be seen that both authorities have given weight to whether a print product is published on
a daily or on a weekly basis.

The Commission has then further delineated the market for magazines into further sub-
markets according to the topics and the categories of readers targeted.47

The Irish Competition Authority, in turn, has had the opportunity to look in more detail into
the following issues:

• a further distinction between morning and evening papers as well as

                                                
42 See Commission Decision of 29 November 1995, Case IV/M.665, paragraph 9 � CEP/Groupe de

la Cité.
43 Commission Decision of 29 November 1995, Case IV/M.665, paragraph 9 � CEP/Groupe de la

Cité; Commission Decision of 15 December 1999, Case COMP/JV.33, paragraph 13 �
Hearst/VNU; Commission Decision of 25 September 2000, Case COMP/M.2147, paragraph 8 �
VNU/Hearst/Stratosfera; Commission Decision of 12 October 2001, Case COMP/M.2572,
paragraph 4 � Time/IPC.

44 Compare 1995 Report, paragraph 8.7.
45 See as to the Commission�s practice in particular Commission Decision of 14 March 1994, Case

IV/M.423, paragraphs 13/14 � Newspaper Publishing.
46 Commission Decision of 29 November 1995, Case IV/M.665, paragraph 9 � CEP/Groupe de la

Cité as well as Commission Decision of 20 April 1999, Case IV/M.1455, paragraph 16 � Gruner
+ Jahr/Financial Times/JV.

47 Commission Decision of 29 November 1995, Case IV/M.665, paragraph 9 � CEP/Groupe de la
Cité; Commission Decision of 15 December 1999, Case COMP/JV.33, paragraph 13 �
Hearst/VNU.
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• the issue of whether newspapers made in two different countries belonging to the same
language area, i.e. Ireland and the UK, form parts of one and the same product market (see
hereto above B I 6).

III. The markets for media advertising

With regard to the advertising market there is however some degree of difference between the
approach taken by the European Commission on the one and that followed by the Irish
Competition Authority on the other hand. These differences are the following:

• The Commission has in principle assumed that the market for television advertising can
clearly be distinguished from that for advertising in print media taking into account the
considerable price differences as well as the different groups of targeted customers.48

Contrary to that the Irish Competition Authority has � at least to some extent � employed
a reasoning differentiating between different groups of customers and concluded that �
from the perspective of at least some advertisers, there was a single market for advertising
through different media outlets. However it is noteworthy that the Commission in a later
decision regarded that �for some types of products or services, different media could be
seen as substitutable advertising channels while for others, the appropriate channels
would be limited to specific media focussing on the target grouping.�49

• The Commission has distinguished in particular between advertising in tabloids and
advertising in quality newspapers arguing that they provided different channels through
which to reach different socio-economic groupings of readers.50 Furtheron, it has
distinguished between advertising through daily newspapers on the one and through
magazines on the other hand.51 Contrary to that, in its Independent Newspapers/Tribune
Group Report the Irish Competition Authority argued that �there would not appear to be
any great justification for believing there to be, in general, anything other than a single
market for advertising in all Irish newspapers, daily, evening and Sunday.� The only
distinction made by the latter authority was to see advertising in magazines to be part of a
different product market. The specific issue of comparing advertising in tabloids with that
in quality newspapers has so far however not been discussed by the Irish national
authority.

                                                
48 Commission Decision of 20 September 1995, Case IV/M.553, [1996] OJ L134/32, paragraphs

22�23 � RTL/Veronica/Endemol; Commission Decision of 29 June 2000, Case COMP/M.1958,
paragraph 10 � Bertelsmann/GBL/Pearson TV.

49 Commission Decision of 20 April 1999, Case IV/M.1455, paragraph 19 � Gruner + Jahr/Financial
Times/JV.

50 Commission Decision of 14 March 1994, Case IV/M.423, paragraph 16 � Newspaper Publishing.
51 Commission Decision of 29 November 1995, Case IV/M.665, paragraph 9 � CEP/Groupe de la

Cité.
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D The Impact of Different Regulatory Frameworks on Market Definition
in Ireland

I. The regulatory framework for the media sector in Ireland

Besides general competition law, as laid down in the 1991 Competition Act, sector-specific
regulatory frameworks exist for both the broadcasting and the (tele-) communications sector.
Regulatory functions in the area of broadcasting, i.e. licensing, content regulation, etc., were
firstly governed by the �Radio and Television Act, 1988� that established the �Independent
Radio and Television Commission�. By virtue of the �Broadcasting Act, 2001� the regulatory
functions were vested in the �Broadcasting Commission of Ireland� (see hereto below II.1).
A specific regulatory framework for the (tele-) communications sector is provided by the
�Communications Regulation Act, 2002�; under this Act the �Commission for
Communications Regulation� constitutes the respective regulatory authority (see hereto
below II.2).

II. Media regulators

1. The Broadcasting Commission of Ireland / Commisiún Craolacháin na hÉireann

a) Creation

In accordance with the Radio and Television Act, 1988 the Independent Radio and Television
Commission (in the following referred to as: �the IRTC�)52 was established as the regulatory
authority responsible for licensing and overseeing the operation of independent radio and
television broadcasting in Ireland.53 It had to ensure the compliance of every independent
television contractor with the terms of the 1988 Act and its broadcasting contract concluded
between the IRTC and the operator, providing for the inspection by the general public of
licences and broadcasting contracts. Its function also included the provision of sound
broadcasting (radio) services.54 The 1999 Act described the term �broadcast� as �the
transmission, relaying or distribution by wireless telegraphy of communications, sounds,
signs, visual images or signals, intended for direct reception by the general public whether
such communications, sounds, signs, visual images or signals are actually received or not�.
Furtheron it defined a �sound broadcasting service� as �a broadcasting service which
transmits, relays or distributes, by wireless telegraphy, communications, sounds, signs or
signals intended for direct reception by the general public whether such communications,
sounds, signs or signals are actually received or not.� Besides, the Act referred to a
�television programme services� as a �service which comprises a compilation of audio-visual
programme material of any description and is transmitted or relayed by means of wireless
telegraphy directly or indirectly for reception by the general public.�55

                                                
52 See http://www.irtc.ie.
53 The IRTC was a self-financing entity. It obtained its income from advertising levies paid by

franchised stations.
54 Section 4, Radio and Television Act, 1988.
55 See as to these definitions Section 2 subsection (1), Radio and Television Act, 1988.
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According to the Broadcasting Act, 200156 the Commission�s name changed into
Broadcasting Commission of Ireland. Section 10 subsection (1) of this act reads as follows:

10.�(1) The Commission shall henceforth be known as Commisiún Craolacháin na hÉireann or,
in the English language, the Broadcasting Commission of Ireland and Section 3 of the Act of
1988 shall be construed and have effect accordingly.

b) The development of the functions of the Broadcasting Commission of Ireland

aa. The Broadcasting Act, 2001

The Broadcasting Act, 2001 was enacted into Irish law by the President of Ireland on
14 March, 2001 and entered into force on 1 September of the same year. The Act is based on
a broad definition of the term �broadcaster� which is referred to as �a person who supplies a
compilation of programme material for the purpose of its being transmitted or relayed as a
broadcasting service (whether that person transmits or relays that material as such a service
or not)�57. A �broadcasting service� is defined as �a service which comprises a compilation
of programme material of any description and which is transmitted or relayed by means of
wireless telegraphy, a cable or MMD system or a satellite device, directly or indirectly for
reception by the general public, whether that material is actually received or not, but does not
include such a service that is provided by means of the Internet.� It is therefore clear from the
definition of a broadcasting service that the Broadcasting Act, 2001 excludes the Internet
from its application which is defined in a very obscure way as �the system commonly known
by that name�58.

With the change in the Commission�s name an enhancement of its role has come along as its
powers and functions have been considerably extended.

bb. The original function of the IRTC as laid down by the Radio and Television Act, 1988

The original function of the IRTC as laid down by the 1988 Act included:

Licensing aiming at the establishment of a range of independent broadcasting services, which
will provide a choice and diversity as well as the provision, on an on-going basis, of a
national television programme service, a national radio service and local, community,
community of interest and institutional services.

Section 4 subsection (1) of the original Act reads as follows:
�It shall be the function of the Commission to arrange, in accordance with the provisions of this
Act, for the provision of sound broadcasting services (including a national sound broadcasting
service) and one television programme service additional to any broadcasting services provided
by Radio Telefís Éireann pursuant to the Broadcasting Authority Acts, 1960 to 1979.�59

Monitoring and assessment of programme performance, ownership and control structures,
financial and trading performance, human resource management practices and radio and
studio facilities as well as ensuring the compliance of every independent radio and television

                                                
56 Broadcasting Act, 2001 (Commencement) Order, 2001 (S.I. No. 362 of 2001).
57 Section 2 subsection (1), Broadcasting Act, 2001.
58 Section 2, Broadcasting Act, 2001.
59 See also Section 4 subsection (2) (a) � (b), Radio And Television Act, 1988.
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contractor with the terms of its statutory obligations and its broadcasting contract, and
information, i.e. allowing for the inspection of licenses and broadcasting contracts by the
general public at the Commission�s registered office, publications, dissemination of
information to the public and rendering advice to those working in the sector.

cc. The acquisition of extended regulatory powers by the Broadcasting Commission of
Ireland

(1) Extended Regulation

An important function of the Broadcasting Commission is the licensing of additional
television services on digital, cable, MMD and satellite systems. Under the 2001 Act a
�MMD system� means a �multipoint microwave distribution system used for the transmission
of broadcasting services on a point-to-multipoint basis�; a �cable system� is defined as a
�wired broadcast relay system�60. Apart from that the Broadcasting Commission is
responsible for the drafting of non-technical guidelines in respect of Electronic Programme
Guides (in the following referred to as: �EPGs�) on digital, cable and satellite systems.
Section 16 of the 2001 Act defines an �EPG� as an �electronic means of providing
information to members of the public in relation to the schedule of programme material the
subject of any broadcasting service and which electronic means is an integral part of the
distribution and reception system by which the broadcasting service is provided�. Section 12
of the Act empowers the Commission to enter into a �digital content contract� with new
commercial channels, excluding RTE, Ireland�s national public broadcaster, authorising the
supply of programme material. Therefore broadcasters and broadcasting service providers on
any platform are required to apply to the Commission for a broadcasting content contract.

Section 12 subsection (4) reads as follows:
�� a digital content contract shall include

(a) a condition requiring the holder of the contract to comply with the codes and rules under
Section 19 with respect to the programme material supplied in pursuance of the contract, and

(b) a condition authorising the Commission to request the holder of the contract to pay to it, in
respect of a failure by the holder to comply with the particular term or condition of the contract, a
sum of money (not exceeding an amount that shall be specified in the condition as being the
maximum amount that may be so requested to be so paid) and requiring the holder to comply
with such a request.�

Under the 2001 Act the making available of an EPG shall be subject to obtaining an electronic
programme guide contract from the Broadcasting Commission. The holder of such a contract
shall be required to comply with any EPG guidelines issued by the Broadcasting
Commission61. The electronic programme guide contract itself shall contain a condition for
requiring the holder to enable easy access by the public to schedules of programme material,
which is provided by RTE, TV3 or �by any person providing a service that is receivable
throughout the whole of Northern Ireland and which is provided by terrestrial means.�62 As
for the transmission of the EPGs prepared in accordance with such a programme guide

                                                
60 Section 2, Broadcasting Act, 2001.
61 See hereto Section 17 in conjunction with Section 16 subsection (4) (b), Broadcasting Act, 2001.
62 Section 16 subsection (5) (b), Broadcasting Act, 2001.
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contract the Broadcasting Commission can direct the multiplex company63 to enter into
arrangements with the transmission company.

(2) Codes and Rules

The Broadcasting Commission shall also be required to draw up codes for public service
broadcasting and to regulate standards in relation to the forms of commercial promotion
employed in any broadcasting service, such as advertising, sponsorship or teleshopping
material64. Thereby the Commission shall also endeavour to ensure that the number and
categories of broadcasting services shall �best serve the needs of the people of the island of
Ireland, bearing in mind their languages and traditions and their religious, ethical and
cultural diversity.�65 The Broadcasting Commission�s additional functions conferred upon it
by the 2001 Act also include children�s advertising, non-discrimination and secretariat service
to the newly enhanced Broadcasting Complaints Commission. In this context, the
Broadcasting Commission must draw up codes which specify standards to be complied with
in relation to such content and in respect of the �taste and decency of programme material,
the subject of a broadcasting service or sound broadcasting service, and, in particular, in
respect of the portrayal of violence and sexual conduct in such material.�66

(3) Digital television

As far as digital television is concerned the Broadcasting Commission shall have jurisdiction
over programme content and advertising standards for all existing and new commercial
channels67.

c) The development of media ownership and control policy

aa. The approach taken by the IRTC

The relevant provisions of the 1988 Act concerning media ownership and control are
Section 6 subsection (2) and Section 14 subsection (2). Section 6 subsection (2) required the
IRTC, in awarding a broadcasting licence, to have regard to a number of criteria, inter alia the
character of the applicant, the adequacy of the experience and of the financial resources the
applicant has at its disposal as well as the desirability of allowing any person to have control
of, or substantial interests in an undue number of sound broadcasting services or
communications media in the area specified. Section 14 subsection (2) of the 1988 Act
empowered the IRTC �to prohibit an assignment or any material change in the ownership of
a company, either by specifying a condition in the contract itself, or by making the assignment
subject to the previous consent in writing of the Commission, in which case the Commission
shall have regard to the criteria set out in Section 6 subsection (2) and, where applicable
Section 6 subsection (3).�

                                                
63 See hereto Article 8, Broadcasting Act, 2001.
64 Section 19 subsection (1) (b), Broadcasting Act, 2001.
65 Section 11 subsection (2), Broadcasting Act, 2001.
66 Section 19 subsection (1) (a), Broadcasting Act, 2001.
67 See Section 12, Broadcasting Act, 2001.
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In order to determine whether any person that �has the control of, or substantial interests, in
an undue amount of the communications media in the area specified�68 the IRTC applied a so-
called capital share/broadcasting licence model.

� In order to determine whether control of one company over another existed, the IRTC
applied a capital share test; in case the majority of the share capital had been acquired
control was deemed to exist.

� In order to determine whether one company had �substantial interests� in another
company certain percentage limitations were invented. A newspaper was permitted to
hold a maximum interest of at first 25% and later 27% in a (local) radio station and vice
versa.

� In order to determine whether �an undue number of communications media in the area
specified� was held the IRTC restricted the number of broadcasting licences that could
be held by one and the same entity69.

bb. The Broadcasting Act, 2001

The 2001 Act introduced a number of further provisions regarding media ownership and
control. Firstly, Section 11 subsection (2) provides as follows:

�In performing the function conferred on it by this section or the functions conferred on it by the
Act of 1988, the Commission shall endeavour to ensure that the number and categories of
broadcasting services made available in the State by virtue of this Act or the Act of 1988 best
serve the needs of the people of the island of Ireland, bearing in mind their languages and
traditions and their religious, ethical and cultural diversity.�

Besides this the more general provision of Section 38 subsection (6) of the 2001 Act provides
that

�In deciding whether to enter into a local content contract with a particular person, the
Commission shall have regard to whether the entering into of such a contract would operate
against the public interest and, in particular, shall have regard to

(a) the desirability of allowing any person, or group of persons, to have control of, or
substantial interests in, in an undue amount of the communications media in the locality served
by the cable or MMD system proposed to be used to transmit that material and

(b) the desirability of promoting diversity in the sources of information available to the public
and in the opinions expressed in the communications media.�

Special reference is furtheron made to the European Council�s Television without Frontiers
Directive70 by its Section 41(4) where it reads as follows:

�Subject to subsection (5) but without prejudice to subsection (6), a cable-MMD content contract
shall, where appropriate, include a condition that, as respects the programme material supplied

                                                
68 Compare Section 6 subsection (2) (h), 1988 Act.
69 Compare Broadcasting Commission, Regulating for Pluralism and Diversity in Broadcasting �

The Way Forward, Consultation document, http://www.irtc.ie/vaca1.html.
70 Council Directive of 3 October 1998 on the coordination of certain provisions laid down by law,

regulation or administrative action in Member States concerning the pursuit of television
broadcasting activities ([1989] OJ L298/23), as amended by European Parliament and Council
Directive 97/36/EC ([1999] OJ L202/60).
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pursuant to it, the provisions of the Council Directive in relation to European works (within the
meaning of that Directive) shall be complied with.�

Finally, the 2001 Act amends Section 6 of the 1988 Act by adding the following subsections
to it:

�(4) In considering the suitability of an applicant for the award of a sound broadcasting contract,
the Commission shall have regard to the overall quality of the performance of the applicant with
respect to the provision by him of a sound broadcasting service under any sound broadcasting
contract held by him at, or before, the date of the making of the application.

(5) Where the Commission decides to refuse to award a sound broadcasting contract to an
applicant therefor, the Commission shall notify the applicant of the reasons for the decision.�71

In a consultation document of July 2001 the Broadcasting Commission posed a number of
questions whether the approach taken by the IRTC, that is to say the application of the capital
share/broadcasting licence model could still be seen to be an appropriate tool to measure and
tackle problems of media concentration. The Broadcasting Commission asked in particular
whether media concentration and control policy should shift its focus away from its original
core concern, i.e. the preservation of plurality of opinions on the local level leading to
respective rules on local ownership of newspapers as well as local radio and television
stations. So far the Broadcasting Commission has not yet adopted an approach that deviates
from the IRTC�s capital share/broadcasting licence model described in the consultation
document.

2. Office of the Director of Telecommunications Regulation (ODTR) / The Commission for
Communications Regulation

a) Creation

The Commission for Communications Regulation (in the Irish language known as COIMISIU
´ N UM RIALA ´ IL CUMAR-SA ´ IDE) was established only in December 2002 by the
Communications Regulation Act, 2002 to perform the functions conferred on it by or under
this Act:72 It is established as a statutory body (Section 6), which is independent in the
exercise of its functions (Section 11)73, responsible for the regulation of the electronic
communications industry (including telecommunications, radio-communications and
broadcasting transmission) and the postal sector in accordance with Community law. The
Communications Regulation Act, 2002 is based on a broad definition of the �electronic
communications market�, which means electronic communications networks, electronic
communications services and associated facilities74 (Section 2). For this reason its provisions
are also of relevance for purposes of this study.

                                                
71 Section 60, Broadcasting Act, 2001.
72 See Section 6 subsection (1), Communications Regulation Act, 2002.
73 Communications Regulation Act, 2002.
74 Section 2 subsection (1), Communications Regulation Act, 2002: �associated facilities� mean

those facilities associated with either or both � (a) an electronic communications network, and (b)
an electronic communications service, which enable or support the provision of services by way
of that network or service, and include conditional access systems and electronic programme
guides.
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The Commission for Communications Regulation replaces the Office of the Director of
Telecommunications Regulation, which was created in June 1997 under the
Telecommunications Miscellaneous Provisions Act, 1996. The creation of the Office of the
Director of Telecommunications Regulation was particularly important as it was one of the
first sector-specific regulators in Ireland. Since the 1996 legislation other sector-specific
regulators have been introduced, and the establishment of the Commission for
Communications Regulation takes into account some of the developments that have taken
place in the development of other sector-specific regulators.

b) Functions

The Commission of Communications Regulation seeks to enable competition in the electronic
communications sector by issuing licences and regulating access to networks so as to develop
an effective choice for consumers both business and residential. It also sets the framework for
the introduction of new communications technologies.

The principle functions of the Commission for Communications Regulation are set out in
Section 10 of the Communications Regulation Act, 2002 and include according to subsection
(1) (a) to ensure compliance by undertakings with obligations in relation to the supply and
access to electronic communications services, electronic communications networks and
associated facilities as well as the transmission of such services and such networks.

Section 2 subsection (1) defines an �electronic communications service� as a service
normally provided for remuneration which consists wholly or mainly in the conveyance of
signals on electronic communications networks, including telecommunications services,
publicly available telephone services and transmission services in networks used for
broadcasting. But the Act excludes from this definition �(a) services providing, or exercising
editorial control over, content transmitted using electronic communications networks and
services, and (b) information society services which do not consist wholly or mainly in the
conveyance of signals on electronic communications networks�.

Furthermore, and consistent with the definition of the Framework Directive 2002/21/EC,
under the Communications Regulation Act, 2002 an �electronic communications network� is
defined as a transmission system including, where applicable, switching equipment (a),
routing equipment (b), other resources (c), which permit the conveyance of signals by wire,
by radio, by optical or by other electromagnetic means, and such conveyance includes the use
of �

� satellite networks,

� electricity cable systems, to the extent that they are used for the purposes of transmitting
signals,

� fixed terrestrial networks (both circuit-switched and packet-switched, including the
Internet),

� mobile terrestrial networks,

� networks used for either or both radio and television broadcasting, and

� cable television networks, irrespective of the type of information conveyed.
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According to Section 10 subsection (1) (b) the functions of the Commission also include � in
accordance with a direction under Section 13 � the management of the radio frequency
spectrum and the national numbering resource.

Pursuant to Section 10 subsection (1) (c) the Commission has to ensure compliance by
providers of postal services with obligations in relation to the provision of postal services.
Under Section 10 subsection (1) (d), the Commission has the function of investigating
complaints from consumers and undertakings in regard to the supply of and access to
electronic communications services, electronic communications networks, associated
facilities and the transmission of such services on such networks. According to subsection (e)
its functions include to ensure compliance by persons in relation to the placing on the market
of telecommunications equipment.

In general the remit of the Commission for Communications Regulation covers all kinds of
transmission networks including:

• traditional telephone wire,

• traditional television and radio,

• cable,

• radio communication including fixed wireless,

• MMDS and deflector transmission operations providing TV services,

• mobile operators providing voice and data services,

• licensing framework for satellite services in Ireland and

• postal delivery network.

Pursuant to subsection (3) the Commission shall have all such powers as are necessary for or
incidental to the performance of its functions under the Communications Regulation Act,
2002.

c) Organization

Section 14 specifies that the Commission shall consist of at least one and not more than three
members (commissioners). Three commissioners � appointed by the Minister for Public
Enterprise (Section 15 subsection (1) (a)) � comprise the Commission for Communications
Regulation. Section 16 subsection (1) provides, that the Minister shall appoint one of the
Commissioners to be the chairperson.

Section 19 disqualifies anybody from being a Commissioner, who is currently a member, or
currently nominated as a candidate for election as a member either of the Dáil Éireann (House
of Representatives), the Seanad Éireann (Upper House/Senat) or the European Parliament.
Commissioners are prohibited from holding other paid employment.
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d) Operational Structure

The Commission for Communications Regulation is divided into five main divisions
supported by the Senior Legal Advisor and a Public Affairs Unit.

1. The Division for Market Development is responsible for developing and maintaining
an understanding of the status and potential development of the communications
sector in Ireland. It regularly issues market information updates. As a core activity of
this Division it identifies and gathers relevant information to enable the Commission
for Communications Regulation to forecast any new developments and future trends.

2. The Market Framework Section of the Commission manages the market entry
regime for the electronic communications sector in Ireland (including issuing wireless
telegraphy and broadcasting transmission licences) and enforces compliance with
licence terms and conditions.75 It also manages the radio frequency spectrum and
administers Ireland�s national numbering plan.76

3. The Market Operations Division handles day to day issues concerning the regulation
of the market including such issues as interconnection, dispute resolution and
unbundling the local loop. The market operations division also administers the
Consumer Affairs division of the Commission for Communications Regulation. A
principle activity of the division is the supervision of pricing and ensuring a universal
service for all costumers.

4. The core activity of the Finance and Regulatory Accounts Section is the supervision
of pricing and ensuring a universal service77 in accordance with the provisions of the
Universal Service Directive (2002/22/EC), as transposed. This section manages the
financial control of the Commission for Communications Regulation and Regulatory
Accounting issues. It is also charged with investigating the cost base of principal
operators to ensure that their prices are cost based.

5. The Human Resource Division is responsible for the human resources, information
systems, freedom of information and general facilities management functions.

                                                
75 Section 10 subsection (1) (a), Communications Regulation Act, 2002.
76 Section 10 subsection (1), Communications Regulation Act, 2002:

�(b) to manage the radio frequency spectrum and the national numbering resource, in
accordance with a direction under section 13�.

Section 12 subsection (1), Communications Regulation Act, 2002:
�(b) to ensure the efficient management and use of the radio frequency spectrum and numbers

from the national numbering scheme in the State in accordance with a direction under
section 13, (�)�

77 By virtue of Section 57 subsection (10) �universal service� means �the services which are made
available, in accordance with the European Communities (Voice Telephony and Universal
Service) Regulations 1999 (S.I. No. 71 of 1999) or any regulations amending or replacing these
Regulations, to all consumers of electronic communications services independent of their
geographical location.�
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Section 12 subsection (1) provides for the objectives of the Commission in exercising its
functions. They shall be �(a) in relation to the provision of electronic communications
networks, electronic communications services and associated facilities (i) to promote
competition, (ii) to contribute to the development of the internal market, and (iii) to promote
the interests of users within the Community, (�).�

The Commission shall take all reasonable measures which are aimed at achieving these
objectives as laid down by section 12 subsection (2) (a) � (c) of the Act. Those measures are

(a) in so far as the promotion of competition is concerned -

� ensuring that users, including disabled users, derive

� ensuring that there is no distortion or restriction of competition in the electronic
communications sector,

� encouraging efficient investment in infrastructure and promoting innovation, and

� encouraging efficient use and ensuring the effective management of radio frequencies
and numbering resources,

(b) in so far as contributing to the development of the internal market is concerned �

� removing remaining obstacles to the provision of electronic communications networks,
electronic communications services and associated facilities at Community level,

� encouraging the establishment and development of trans-European networks and the
interoperability of transnational services and end-to-end connectivity,

� ensuring that, in similar circumstances, there is no discrimination in the treatment of
undertakings providing electronic communications networks and services and associated
facilities, and

� co-operating with electronic communications national regulatory authorities in other
Member States of the Community and with the Commission of the Community in a
transparent manner to ensure the development of consistent regulatory practice and the
consistent application of Community law in this field, and

(c) in so far as promotion of the interests of users within the Community is concerned �

� ensuring that all users have access to a universal service,

� ensuring a high level of protection for consumers in their dealings with suppliers, in
particular by ensuring the availability of simple and inexpensive dispute resolution
procedures carried out by a body that is independent of the parties involved,

� contributing to ensuring a high level of protection of personal data and privacy,

� promoting the provision of clear information, in particular requiring transparency of
tariffs and conditions for using publicly available electronic communications services,

� encouraging access to the internet at reasonable cost to users,
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� addressing the needs of specific social groups, in particular disabled users, and

� ensuring that the integrity and security of public communications networks are
maintained.

e) Authorised Officers

Section 39 of the Communications Regulation Act enables the Commission for Communi-
cations Regulation to appoint authorised officers for the purpose of the Act. These officers
have an extended search authorisation to obtain any information related to a violation of the
Act (Section 39 subsection (3)). But subsection (5) provides, that �an authorised officer shall
not, other than with the consent of the occupier, enter a private dwelling unless he or she has
obtained a warrant under Section 40 authorising such entry.� So only for the search of
private premises an official search warrant is needed.

f) Importance for purposes of this study

In the past neither the Office of the Director of Telecommunications Regulation nor the
Commission for Communications Regulation have developed any practice relating to market
definitions. However, the new Commission is currently in the process of conducting a market
analysis the results of which will only be available after August 2003 at the earliest. Based on
this market analysis the Commission plans to adopt decisions on market definition in the
sectors of telecommunications and broadcasting.

III. Market definitions and/or criteria upheld for market perception in the relevant
sector-focussed legislation

None of the legislative instruments mentioned so far nor any other material pertaining to the
media sector contain any sort of market definitions directly of relevance for the purposes of
this study. However, a number of sector-specific definitions exist in Irish law that may
provide fruitful guidance as to what market definitions used in competition law could look
like.

1. Broadcasting

a) Television

aa. Product market

A �broadcasting service� is defined as �a service which comprises a compilation of
programme material of any description and which is transmitted or relayed by means of
wireless telegraphy, a cable or MMD-system or a satellite device, directly or indirectly for
reception by the general public, whether that material is actually received or not, but does not
include such a service that is provided by means of the Internet�.78 The transmission of
contents via the Internet is therefore expressly excluded from the notion of broadcasting.
When looking at a general broadcasting or viewers� market the 2001 Act does not distinguish
between the different forms of transmission, that is to say cable, satellite and terrestrial
means. However, Article 2 of the 2001 Act contains a separate definition of a �free-to-air
service� that means �a broadcasting service for the reception of which no charge is made by

                                                
78 Section 2, Broadcasting Act, 2001.
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the person providing this service.� The regulatory framework for broadcasting in Ireland
therefore suggests to follow the classical distinction made in particular in the European
Commission�s long-standing practice between free-TV and pay-TV.79

Section 38 of the 2001 Act refers to a �local content contract� suggesting that the provision
of local content broadcasting may in fact constitute a market in itself. There seems therefore
to be a distinction between local interest channels on the one hand and national channels on
the other hand. Looking at the different contents of broadcasting guidance can be obtained by
the Irish Codes of Standards, Practice and Prohibitions relating to Sponsorship in
Broadcasting Services.80 These codes distinguish between three different programme
categories, i.e.

(i) news and current affairs programmes,

(ii) special events and

(iii) sports programmes.

Therefore it can be concluded that the Irish legislation indicates to some extent the further
delineation of a market for the provision of (television) contents also to be found in the
European Commission�s decisional practice. For example, the European Commission�s
EBU/Eurovision System decision identified fierce competition between public and
commercial broadcasters for sports programmes covering widely popular sports or major
international events81.

bb. Geographic market

The distinction foreseen between local and community broadcasting on the one and national
broadcasting on the other hand as well as the fact that licences are granted for a specific
territory suggest that the geographic dimension of the broadcasting markets may be either
national comprising the entirety of the Republic of Ireland�s territory or local.

b) Sound broadcasting (radio)

Both the 2001 and the 1988 Act contain a separate definition for a �sound broadcasting
service�. Article 2 of the 2001 Act expressly refers to the definition contained in Article 2 of
the 1988 Act where it reads that a �sound broadcasting service� means �a broadcasting
service which transmits, relays or distributes, by wireless telegraphy, communications,
sounds, signs or signals intended for direct reception by the general public whether such
communications, sounds, signs or signals are actually received or not.� In contrast to that a
�television programme service� is defined as a �service which comprises a compilation of
audio-visual programme material of any description and is transmitted or relayed by means
of wireless telegraphy directly or indirectly for reception by the general public�. Regarding

                                                
79 Compare in particular Case IV/M.469, [1994] OJ L364/1, paragraphs 32 et seq. � MSG Media

Service; Case IV/M.993, [1999] OJ L53/1, paragraph 18 � Bertelsmann/Kirch/Premiere; Case
COMP/JV.37, paragraphs 23 et seq. � BSkyB/KirchPayTV.

80 http://www.irtc.ie/code2.html .
81 Case IV/32.150, [1993] OJ L179/23, paragraphs 9 et seq. � EBU/Eurovision System; see also

below 5.
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the geographical scope of the radio market(s) the same applies as to television (see above
a) bb)).

c) Transmission

As for broadcasting, the different technical means of transmission, that is to say terrestrial,
cable and satellite are comprised in one definition.82 The 2001 Act contains further specific
definitions for each means of transmission. A �cable system� is defined as a �wired
broadcast relay system�.83 A �MMD system� means a �multipoint microwave distribution
system used for the transmission of broadcasting services on a point-to-multipoint basis�.
There is also a special definition for �terrestrial means� which is �in relation to the
transmission of a broadcasting service� defined as �any means of transmitting such a service
by wireless telegraphy, other than by means of a cable or MMD system or, where the said
expression is used in the context of Northern Ireland, any system analogous to a cable or
MMD system or a satellite device�. Correspondingly, Sections 34 et seq. of the 2001 Act
foresee that a broadcaster has to conclude a separate contract for each individual means of
transmission.

The fact that the national licensing policy depends on the respective means of transmission
might therefore be used as an indicator for the existence of different product markets for
terrestrial, cable and satellite broadcasting.

d) Broadcasting advertisement

In Irish law specific provisions exist for the supervision of broadcasting advertisement
embedded in the Codes of Standards, Practice and Prohibitions in Advertisement,
Sponsorship and Other Forms of Commercial Promotion Broadcasting Services84. The term
�advertisement� is hereby defined as follows:

�(i) any form of announcement broadcast whether in return for payment or for similar
consideration broadcast for self-promotion purposes by a public or private undertaking in
connection with a trade, business, craft or profession in order to promote the supply of goods or
services, including removable property, rights and obligations, in return for payment.

(ii) including references to advertising matter in sponsored programmes, i.e., programmes
suitable for advertising, commercial or promotional purposes by or on behalf of an advertiser or
programme financed, in whole or in part, by advertisers for advertising, commercial or
promotional purposes.�85

As the regulatory framework for advertisement does not distinguish between radio and
television no further conclusions as to market definitions under competition law can be drawn
at this stage.

                                                
82 See as to the definition of a �broadcasting service� Article 2 of the 2001 Act.
83 Article 2, Broadcasting Act, 2001.
84 See http://www.irtc.ie/promob.html .
85 See Section 2 subsection (2), Codes of Standards, Practice and Prohibitions in Advertising,

Sponsorship and other forms of Commercial Promotion Broadcasting Services.
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2. Music-copyright

The provisions pertaining to copyright and collecting societies are to be found in the Irish
Copyright and Related Rights Act, 200086. This Act contains a number of legal definitions. In
particular, the term �musical work� means �a work consisting of music, but does not include
any words, or action, intended to be sung, spoken or performed with the music.�87 A further
definition that is of relevance for this study is the one for �broadcast� that means �a
transmission by wireless means, including by terrestrial or satellite means, for direct public
reception or for presentation to members of the public of sounds, images or data or any
combination of sounds, images or data, or the representations thereof, but does not include
MMDS service�88. A �MMDS service� is defined as a �Multipoint Microwave Distribution
System�89. A �film� is defined as a �fixation on any medium from which a moving image may,
by any means, be produced, perceived or communicated through a device�. A �fixation� in
turn means �the embodiment of sounds or images or any combination of sounds or images, or
the representations thereof, from which they can be perceived, reproduced, or communicated
through a device�90. A �sound recording� is defined as a �fixation of sounds, or of the
representations thereof, from which these sounds are capable of being reproduced, regardless
of the medium on which the recording is made, or the method by which the sounds are
reproduced�91. Pursuant to Section 17 subsection (2) of the Copyright and Related Rights Act,
2000, copyright subsists in

� original literary, dramatic, musical or artistic works,

� sound recordings, films, broadcast or cable programmes,

� the typographical arrangement of published editions, and

� original databases.

Collecting societies are referred to as �licensing bodies�. This term is defined as �a society or
other organisation which has as its main object, or one of its main objects, the negotiation or
granting, either as owner or prospective owner of copyright, or as exclusive licensee, or as
agent for him or her, of copyright licences, and whose objects include the granting of licences
relating to works of more than one copyright owner�92.

3. Film

The system of Irish film promotion is laid down by Section 481 of the Taxes Consolidation
Act, 1997. This provision makes available tax deductions for investors who buy shares in
Irish film production companies. Each individual may invest up to Euros 31.750 annually,
80% of which can be written off. Companies can invest up to Euros 10.160.000 annually. Tax

                                                
86 http://www.irishstatutebook.ie/.
87 Section 2 subsection (1), Copyright and Related Rights Act, 2000.
88 Section 2 subsection (1), Copyright and Related Rights Act, 2000.
89 Section 2 subsection (1), Copyright and Related Rights Act, 2000.
90 Section 2 subsection (1), Copyright and Related Rights Act, 2000.
91 Section 2 subsection (1), Copyright and Related Rights Act, 2000.
92 Section 149 subsection (1), Copyright and Related Rights Act, 2000.
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deductions are granted for so-called �qualifying films� pursuant to subsection (2) of Section
481 of the Taxes Consolidation Act, 1997. A �qualifying film� means �a film in respect of
which the Minister has given a certificate under subsection (2) which has not been revoked
under that subsection�. This certificate is issued with the consent of the Minister for Finance
in accordance with guidelines pertaining to the quality of the film produced93. With 80% of
the amounts invested available for being written off the amounts that can be raised under
Section 481 of the Taxes Consolidation Act, 1997 are as follows:

� a maximum of 66% of the project�s budget for budgets of Euros 5.080.000 or less;

� a maximum of 55% of the project�s budget for budgets of Euros 6.350.000 or more,
subject to an overall Euros 10.480.000 ceiling of Section 481 investments.

There is also a sliding scale adjustment of between 55% and 66% of the total budget for films
costing between Euros 5.080.000 and 6.350.000. These deductions are only available if a
minimum of 75% of the work on the production of the film is carried out within the State of
Ireland94.

4. Internet

There is no specific legislation concerning market definition for the internet in Irish law. As
already explained (see above II.1 b)aa)) the Broadcasting Act, 2001 excludes the internet from
its application defining the term merely as �the system commonly known by that name�95. The
internet infrastructure is seen as one sub-heading of what is defined as an �electronic
communications network� by the Communications Regulation Act, 200196. However, the
same Act defines an �electronic communications service� by excluding the so-called
information society services within the meaning of Article 1 of the European Parliament and
Council Directive 98/34/EC of 22 June, 199897.

5. �General media market� in the media sector; diversity of media

Firstly, the 2001 Act contains a definition of �programme material� which means �audio-
visual material or, where used in the context of a sound broadcasting service, audio
material� including �advertisements and material which, when transmitted, will constitute a
direct offer to the public for the sale or supply to them of goods or other property (whether
real or personal) or services�. Secondly, as already pointed out (see above 1 a)aa)) the Codes
of Standards, Practice and Prohibitions relating to Sponsorship in broadcasting services
distinguish between three different programme categories, that is to say news and current
affairs programmes, special events and finally sports programmes. There is therefore some
indication that a competition authority might assume different markets for TV productions,
i.e. regarding the commercial relationship between the producers of TV programmes and the
TV stations.98

                                                
93 Section 481 subsection (2), Taxes Consolidation Act, 1997.
94 See Section 481 subsection (2) (b), Taxes Consolidation Act, 1997.
95 Section 2, Broadcasting Act, 2001.
96 See Section 2 subsection (1) (iii), Communications Regulation Act, 2001.
97 [1998] OJ L204/37.
98 See as to the definition of a separate product market for the licensing of sports programmes

covering widely popular sports or major international events Commission Decision of
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As far as the term �media� is concerned Section 23 subsection (10) of the Competition Act,
2002 contains a helpful indicator stating that a �media business�  may be either

� a business of the publication of newspapers or periodicals consisting substantially of
news and comments on current affairs, or

� a business of providing a broadcasting service, or

� a business of providing a broadcasting services platform.

Special procedural rules apply in the case of so-called �media mergers�. The on-going
involvement of the Minister for Enterprise, Trade and Employment indicates that these cases
shall not be governed by pure competition law rules, but moreover by some sort of �political
considerations� which likewise take account of aspects of media pluralism. The importance
of media pluralism is also reflected by the special provision contained both in the (old)
Broadcasting Act of 1988 and the (new) 2001 Act that both apply a capital share/broadcasting
licence model in this regard.

IV. Market definitions in the media sector, as upheld in sector-specific practice of
authorities and/or courts

There are no pertinent decisions in the sector-specific practice of the relevant Irish regulatory
authorities dealing with market definition in the media sector in particular. The approach
taken both by the IRTC and the (new) Broadcasting Commission relating to media ownership
and control policy have applied a capital share/broadcasting licence model which moreover
looks at individual (commercial) entities rather than at (product and geographic) markets. The
current preparations of the Commission for Communications Regulation to conduct a
thorough market analysis may however produce some helpful sector-specific guidance as to
the definitions of (communications) markets under general competition law.

V. Common factors and differences between these market definitions and the market
definitions used in the application of the competition rules

Taking into account the very limited information that can be drawn from the Irish sector-
specific legislation for purposes of this study there are no (apparent) differences between the
likewise (limited) decisional practice by the Irish competition authority on the one hand and
the approach taken under sector-specific law on the other hand.

VI. Conclusion

Both the sector-specific framework existing in Ireland, in particular in the sectors of
broadcasting and (tele-) communications, as well as the decisional practice based on these
frameworks seem to have had a very limited impact on the decisional practice so far
developed by the Irish competition authority. This may well change following the current
analysis conducted by the Commission for Communications Regulation which may be the

                                                                                                                                                        
11 June 1993, Case IV/32.150, [1993] OJ L179/23, paragraphs 9 et seq. � EBU/Eurovision
System as well as Commission Decision of 13 October 2000, Case COMP/M.2050, paragraph 17
� Vivendi/Canal+/Seagram.
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first to define markets under sector-specific rules before even the Competition Authority will
have had a chance to look at these aspects in detail. It might therefore be that this
Commission�s market analysis will turn out to pave the way for a more thorough delineation
of the communications markets in Ireland.


